Introduction
People not involved in clinical trials may think that identifying harms caused by a drug or a biologic prior to the product's approval is simple-companies should report bad things that occur to individuals who take the product and the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will tell the public if the data raise concerns about safety. Those of us who work in clinical trials and drug development, however, know that identification of harms caused by the investigational treatment is fraught with problems. Although many participants in clinical trials experience adverse events (i.e., untoward things that happen to a patient who is taking a product), it is often challenging to distinguish those events that were adverse drug reactions (i.e., events caused by an investigational product) from those that might have happened in the absence of the product.
The FDA has long had a rule (21 CFR 312.32) calling for prompt (within 15 days) reporting of any serious unexpected (i.e., not in the investigators' brochure or labeling) adverse experience "associated with use of a drug" (i.e., if there was a reasonable possibility that the drug may have caused the event). The "associated with" language made the adverse experience a "suspected" adverse reaction. Under the previous system for reporting adverse events prior to approval of a product, the FDA had been receiving many reports of individual serious adverse events often when there was little reason to believe in a causal relationship between the event and the product. Some of these events may have been manifestations of the underlying disease or events that occur in the study population independent of drug exposure. Moreover, the system was extremely labor intensive for sponsors, investigators, Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), and regulators. To address these problems, in September 2010, the FDA published in the Federal Register a Final Rule clarifying the approach required for expedited reporting of unexpected serious adverse reactions that occurred in studies conducted under an Investigational New Drug Before promulgation of the Final Rule, an event must have satisfied three criteria in order to qualify for expedited reporting. The event must have been serious, unexpected, and associated with study drug. Under the Final Rule, these criteria are still necessary but because of previous confusion about the definition of "associated," the wording of the Final Rule now simply states that the sponsor "must report any suspected adverse reaction that is both serious and unexpected," and that "the sponsor must report an adverse event as a suspected adverse reaction only if there is evidence to suggest a causal relationship between the drug and the adverse event." Not only does the Rule give these definitions, but it gives examples of categories of drugs that should be reported as single occurrences and those that should be analyzed in the aggregate before deciding whether there is evidence of causality [21 CFR 312.32(a) ]. The Final Rule specifies the need for the sponsor to evaluate the available evidence and to judge the likelihood that the drug actually caused the adverse event.
Prior to the Final Rule, many sponsors interpreted the criteria regarding causality conservatively, meaning that they reported events in an expedited manner if they could not rule out an association. This approach often led to reporting essentially every serious adverse event. If either the investigator or the sponsor thought a serious unexpected event had a possible causal relationship to the study drug (i.e., a relationship could not be ruled out), the sponsor reported it expeditiously. Under the Final Rule, on the other hand, even if the investigator identifies an event as drug-related, but the sponsor finds no evidence of causality, the sponsor should not report the event on an expedited basis to the U.S. FDA. That is, under current U.S. regulations, the sponsor's determination of causality defines the need to report. Sponsors do, however, routinely report these events in an expedited fashion to other regulatory agencies and often to IRBs, investigators, and Data Monitoring Committees. Conversely, sponsors should report the event expeditiously if the investigator declares an event unrelated, but the sponsor has evidence of relatedness.
FDA's Rule and Guidance illustrate adverse events that are readily interpretable as single or small numbers of events (agranulocytosis, Stevens-Johnson Syndrome) but notes that many others would be anticipated to occur in the study population (stroke or heart attacks in patients > 65) so that a causal relationship would need a higher rate in the drug-treated group. How to deal with these "anticipated" events, and when to report them, is a critical problem to avoid routine submission of uninformative expedited reports.
Eight months after the Final Rule became effective, the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI) conducted a survey of pharmaceutical sponsors to understand the structures, processes, and procedures in place to monitor safety of products being studied under an IND application. In February 2012, the CTTI convened a meeting of experts to discuss the survey results, including a group of biostatisticians from academia, FDA, and industry designated as a Biostatistics Working Group. Following the meeting, the Biostatistics Working Group was asked to confer among themselves to provide statistical advice to CTTI concerning implementation of the Final Rule. Archdeacon et al. (2014) described the survey, the expert meeting, and the formation of the Biostatistics Working Group.
This article describes the Biostatistics Working Group's understanding of the Final Rule and our recommendations. All members of the group are involved in clinical trials. Our goal is to provide a statistical framework to help guide sponsors in judging whether a serious adverse event is subject to expedited reporting to the FDA. (21 CFR 312.32 (c)(i) does not itself mention unmasking.)
The article uses many terms; we define them in a lengthy Appendix. To understand our recommendations, readers need to be conversant with the many terms used in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Much of the article distinguishes three types of serious adverse events (SAE) as defined in the CFR and described in Section 2: Category A, rare events known to be strongly associated with drug exposure; Category B, events that are neither common in the exposed population nor commonly associated with drug exposure; and Category C, those events that are common in the population under study so that establishing their relationship to the investigational product requires comparing frequencies in a treated group to a control group.
We then describe how data on serious adverse events are usually collected in clinical trials (Section 3) and review the expedited reporting to the FDA typically practiced prior to the Final Rule (Section 4).
Having summarized the relevant definitions and practices, we present our collective view of specific statistical and operational aspects of data on safety: masking (Section 5), causality of adverse events (Section 6), thresholds for expedited reporting of Category B events (Section 7), identifying potential harms from combined data from completed trials (Section 8), multiplicity (Section 9), and how pharmacovigilance groups within companies and Data Monitoring Committees, respectively, deal with events of Category C (Sections 10 and 11, respectively). We end with a discussion and a set of recommendations about implementing the Final Rule (Section 12).
Throughout the article, we ground our statements either in the CFR or in the FDA Guidance that describes implementation of the Final Rule (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug Administration 2012). Parenthetical citations within the body of the text refer to the CFR; other sources are listed in the References section at the end of the article (Section 13). Out of deference to our colleagues in ophthalmology, we use the term "masked" instead of the term "blinded" to refer to treatment assignment.
In this article, we are not aiming for precision nor are we looking for methods that will identify adverse events that are necessarily caused by a product under study. Instead, we aim for an approach that will identify likely harms early without flooding the IND expedited safety reporting system in the United States with noise.
Of interest to the discussion in this article are the boxes in bold in Table 1 : the serious unexpected suspected adverse reactions and the serious unexpected adverse reactions.
Types of Serious Adverse Events
The Final Rule gives examples of three categories of adverse events that would qualify as suspected adverse reactions. In discussing these three categories, we use the nomenclature A, B, and C described below.
Category A. An event that is uncommon and known to be strongly associated with drug exposure (e.g., angioedema, hepatic injury, Stevens-Johnson Syndrome, and agranulocytosis). Such events are informative as single cases when fully investigated and characterized. The occurrence of even one of these events in an experimental arm of a trial would meet the definition of a suspected adverse reaction unless there is incontrovertible evidence of noncausation. Sponsors should unmask each of these events and, if it occurs in the investigational drug arm, report it. We note, however, that even these events can occur spontaneously, albeit rarely. For example, not all hepatic injury is drug-induced, particularly in patients with certain underlying diseases such as heart failure. A separate guidance, which describes drug-induced liver injury, calls for active monitoring of suspect Hy's Law cases with sufficient follow-up to assess causation (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug Administration 2009b).
Category B. An event that is not commonly associated with drug exposure and is uncommon in the population exposed to the drug (e.g., tendon rupture in any recipient of a product or a myocardial infarction in a study of young women). In such cases, a few occurrences are sufficient to attribute causality. If the event occurs in association with other factors strongly suggesting causation (e.g., clear temporal association or reoccurrence on rechallenge), a single case may be sufficiently persuasive to meet the definition of a suspected adverse reaction. Often, more than one occurrence of a specific event is necessary before the sponsor can judge that there is a reasonable possibility that the drug caused the event.
Category C. Events that an aggregate analysis of data from a clinical development program indicates occur more frequently in the drug treatment group than in a concurrent or historical control. Candidate events for the aggregate analysis may be known; they may come from masked or unmasked data. These events may be known consequences of the underlying disease or condition under investigation or other events that commonly occur in the study population independent of drug therapy, but in both cases their occurrence is anticipated, so that interpretation of individual events will rarely be possible. Events in this category are the most problematic for determining whether they need expedited reporting because of the difficulty of identifying whether an individual event is causally related to the drug. Most serious adverse events that occur during drug development are known to occur in some frequency in the population under study regardless of drug exposure; consequently, a single case of a Category C event is not sufficient to infer a reasonable possibility that the drug caused the event. Under the Guidance describing the Final Rule (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug Administration 2012, p. 11-12), instead of reporting each Category C event individually (because it will not be possible to conclude that the event is a suspected adverse reaction), the sponsor should compare "at appropriate intervals" (p. 11) the number of such events in each arm of a trial and report the events to the FDA expeditiously as IND safety reports if an observed excess rate in the treatment arm relative to control suggests a reasonable possibility that the drug caused the adverse event. If the trial is part of a larger development program, the sponsor should evaluate the entire clinical trial database (both masked and unmasked studies) to determine whether to submit the events as expedited reports. Periodic reviews that include study endpoints (e.g., mortality or major morbidity) may require careful handling of Type I error rate.
The boundary between Categories B and C is sometimes murky. For example, a heart attack in a 25-year-old woman would likely fall into Category B while one in a 75-year-old man would fall into Category C. Some people would assign a heart attack in a 35-year-old man to Category B and others would see it as falling into Category C. For events of Category C, even experienced reviewers may find it difficult to identify an excess of a particular event if they look only at individual reports of unexpected, but anticipated, events. In general, when the boundary between B and C is unclear, erring on the side of B is probably the preferred action.
Collection and Classification of Data on Serious Adverse Events
In contrast to the active, systematic approach to collection of data standard for efficacy, collection of data on adverse events typically relies on undirected, passive query of the participants in clinical trials. When an event is identified as "serious," however, the investigator generally collects supportive documentation, for example, hospital records and, if the participant died, death certificates to help determine the actual type of event and its likely relationship to study drug. The actual occurrence of serious adverse events in clinical trials, however, may still be subject to a lack of timely collection. Further, if the protocol-defined study visits are infrequent, some serious adverse events may be missed because the study participant fails to report them.
Typically, to collect data on safety, the investigator or delegate asks participants at each clinic visit or telephone call about any medical event that occurred since the previous contact. A member of the investigator's team records as an adverse event any event this question elicits. With the exception of ongoing events, the investigator usually does not prompt participants about events they had reported previously. Some studies prompt for adverse events of special interest or for symptoms commonly associated with such events of special interest.
When an investigator reports an adverse event to a sponsor, a human or machine coder classifies the event according to a dictionary; currently the one most frequently used in the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA). The reported event receives a "lowest level" term that is then mapped to a "preferred term," which in turn is mapped to a "high level term" and a "high level group term." Finally, it is classified into a "System Organ Class" (SOC). The current version of MedDRA (v. 16.1) has over 72,000 lowest level terms, over 20,000 preferred terms, 1717 high level terms, 334 high level group terms, and 26 system organ classes. Standardized Med-DRA Queries (SMQs) are available for grouping events that may be related to each other and intended to reflect relevant medical concepts (some individual events identified by the terms within an SMQ will not actually be cases of the medical concept of interest). See www.meddra.org for a description of MedDRA. Note that a single event may be reported as a diagnosed single event or as individual symptoms and signs, further complicating coherent review.
Reviewing tables of MedDRA coding, even of serious adverse events, can be confusing. Reports that present MedDRA "preferred" terms have many rows with counts that are so small that a signal may be missed (e.g., many lines have fewer than a handful of events). For SAEs, sponsors typically review not only the MedDRA codes but each SAE's case description. This review is valuable as many events are similar; they often represent different terms describing the same medical phenomenon but the structure of the tables make discerning their relationship to each extremely difficult. For example, "pulmonary edema" will be classified in the Respiratory SOC and "heart failure" in the Cardiovascular SOC even though they may represent the same medical condition. This type of splitting, while allowing precise description of a given event, often makes it difficult to identify all of the cases that reflect a medical concept of interest. Often it is more useful to combine events or groups of events reflecting identical or very similar underlying pathophysiology in spite of potentially different identifying MedDRA terms." The SMQs address this type of problem. For example, if cases of heart failure are labeled "heart failure," "congestive heart failure," "right heart failure," "left heart failure," "dyspnea," and "pulmonary edema," each event may occur with a low frequency, but the totality of the events may occur with a worrisome frequency (Littlejohn et al. 1991 ). The difficulty is further exacerbated in multinational trials where nomenclature of symptoms and events, and even cultural propensity to report, may vary considerably.
To simplify the tables, some sponsors in reporting to Data Monitoring Committees, publications, and FDA advisory panels list only those events that occur with a frequency more than 1% (or 5% or 10%). Often the FDA for drug labels and journals require such simplification. Specifically for Data Monitoring Committees, however, we strongly recommend that sponsors report all SAEs but that they devise systems to lump similar events. Below we suggest some approaches to such lumping.
Looking only at higher order term classifications (i.e., lumping) produces tables with higher counts for many listed events and thus more stability in the estimated event rates; however, overaggressive lumping may commingle adverse events of real clinical concern with many others that are not or events with no common pathophysiology. Often, the least clinically relevant items can be the most frequent in the higher order classification. Thus, noise can overwhelm important signals of harm and so reviewers of these tables may miss the important signals. The choice of when, and how, to lump will depend on clinical judgment related to the particular disease, the particular intervention, the likely mechanism of action, the size of the study, and, in multinational studies, even the way in which physicians from different countries describe events. As mentioned earlier and further discussed later, sometimes a Standardized MedDRA Query (SMQ) provides a useful starting basis for lumping events that can facilitate cross-study and cross-company standardization.
Another source of confusion is that what gets reported and coded may change with each patient visit, depending on how the patient describes the experience, how the physician or nurse reports it, and how the coder codes it. A serious adverse event that is identified at hospitalization may be initially reported in terms of symptoms or by a presumptive diagnosis. When a diagnosis is confirmed, the serious adverse event form and adverse events case report form may both be corrected; the amount and type of data collected may diverge; or changes may show up only in the comments or text part of the report.
Identifying potential Category C events that should be reported is complicated by the changing patterns of hospitalization where events that in the past would have been categorized as serious by virtue of causing hospitalization are now treated on an outpatient basis and are therefore not "serious."
Pharmaceutical sponsors typically record serious adverse events in both a clinical trial database and a global safety database for the purpose of regulatory reporting (Archdeacon et al. 2014) . They add these events to the global safety database as soon as the investigator reports them to the sponsor. This may be as soon as the event occurs if the investigator is the patient's primary care physician, but it may not be recorded until the next scheduled visit otherwise. Because the event may not appear in the clinical database for weeks or even months, a global safety database is very important for implementing IND safety reporting.
Accurate estimation of the frequency of specific events requires careful data collection. To support the FDA's Final Rule, many investigators will need more consistent education so they know what to report and how to do so. If investigators are inadequately trained about the expected level of detail in reporting symptoms or diagnoses, identical events will continue to be scattered across different preferred terms and SOCs. Identical events will be classified both by diagnosis and symptom complexes. These difficulties are most problematic for nonserious adverse events (see Crowe et al. 2013) . One approach to aid investigators is to remind them to look at the way in which they previously reported an event for a specific person.
An additional source of noise in the system is the frequent inaccurate reporting of onset dates. This problem is especially important for events like cancer or bacterial pneumonia where the date reported as the time of onset is often the date of confirmation of the diagnosis by biopsy, X-ray, or culture. This divergence is particularly problematic when comparing the date of onset with the date of start of trial medication. When onset preceded randomization or the start of treatment, the question becomes whether treatment exacerbated the event rather than whether treatment caused it.
How the System Previously Worked
Prior to the Final Rule, the system for reporting expedited serious adverse events worked in practice as follows. Investigators in a clinical trial received a protocol, an Investigator's Brochure describing the product including the preclinical and prior clinical experience with it and the adverse events associated with its use, and paper or electronic case report forms with instructions on how to fill them out. During the trial, the investigator was to record on the case report form each adverse event the participant experienced. The data collected were to include the investigator's assessment of the relationship of the event to the product, its severity (mild, moderate, or severe), and whether it was "serious" or not. The investigator was required to report each fatal or life-threatening serious adverse event to the sponsor "immediately" [21 CFR 312.64(b) ] and each serious adverse event "promptly." The sponsor then made its own assessment of causality and whether the event was unexpected.
Sponsors were to report to the FDA each unexpected fatal or life-threatening suspected event associated with the study drug within seven days of learning about it and each unexpected, serious, and suspected event within 15 calendar days. Sponsors typically used the more conservative of either the sponsor's or investigator's assessment of causality to make this determination (i.e., an event would be considered "suspected" if either the sponsor or the investigator indicated that it was likely related to drug). By regulation, these reports were to go not only to the FDA but also to participating investigators who, in turn, should decide whether to report these events to their IRB or Ethics Committee. Many sponsors told the investigators whether an event should be reported to the IRBs and ECs. Although not required by regulation, if a trial had a Data Monitoring Committee (DMC) many sponsors sent these expedited reports to the Chairperson, and sometimes to all members, of the DMC.
Importantly, under the former system, both the investigator and the sponsor contributed to assessing the final determination of causality (i.e., "relatedness"). The sponsor did not generally downgrade an investigator's assessment for the purpose of IND safety reporting, but might judge an event "related" even if the investigator did not.
If the data came from an ongoing masked trial, the pharmacovigilance group in some companies unmasked the treatment assignment before sending the report to the FDA; however, in many cases the report from the investigator to the sponsor and the report from the sponsor to the FDA was masked, that is, no one-neither the investigator, the sponsor, nor the FDA-knew whether the reported event occurred to a participant on the investigational or the control arm. This process led to a huge burden on the sponsor and the FDA, as well as on many investigators, Institutional Review Boards, and Data Monitoring Committees. A large proportion of the many reports they received described events that had not even occurred on the investigational arm; and, among those on the investigational arm, many (and perhaps most) were probably unrelated to treatment; for anticipated events, there is no way to assess the likelihood that the event was drug related. That assessment requires comparing rates in drugtreated and control patients.
For development programs studying drugs in reasonably healthy persons, or programs studying orphan diseases where the total development program includes at most several hundred participants, only a few events required a 15-day report; however, for large studies in patients with serious underlying disease-in particular trials of cancer patients or long-term Phase 3 trials in cardiovascular disease with thousands or even tens of thousands of participants, hundreds or even thousands of such events may have occurred.
Many of the changes and clarifications in the Final Rule will require sponsors to modify their previous approach to reviewing, analyzing, and reporting safety data. In particular, event rates in treatment and control groups will need to be compared. For that reason, sponsors, investigators, IRB members, and DMCs will need to be fully educated about the Final Rule and its subtleties.
Masking
In the past, various sponsors have had different systems for unmasking serious adverse events. Some sponsors have routinely unmasked all serious adverse events and sent to the regulatory bodies information only on those events that occurred in the experimental group. Other sponsors have kept all staff masked except on a need-to-know basis, where need-to-know was defined as necessary for the safety of a participant in the trial. As a consequence of the Final Rule's emphasis on the need for evidence of causality, sponsors must know whether the event in question occurred to a participant who received the investigational product, and for most adverse events, must compare rates in treated and untreated patients. To that end, the Guidance recommends unmasking the treatment code for events potentially subject to expedited reporting. The FDA should not receive expedited reports for serious adverse events occurring to a placebo participant or to a participant in the active arm who did not actually receive study drug. CIOMS VI (Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) Working Group VI 2005) and SPERT (Crowe et al. 2009) provide advice for planning these processes. CIOMS VI discusses safety management teams and aggregate safety reviews. SPERT describes Program Safety Analysis Plans (PSAPs). The program-level reviews can help to identify reportable Category C events.
The Final Rule explicitly directs sponsors not to submit reports of study endpoints as expedited reports even when the data are unmasked; thus, a myocardial infarction occurring in a trial with MACE (heart attack, stroke, and cardiovascular death) as a protocol-designated endpoint should not be considered a serious adverse event subject to expedited reporting.
Many sponsors are uneasy about unmasking, probably because of concerns about overall study integrity. Consider first events of Categories A and B. To maintain the integrity of the trial, only personnel who are not on the study team should unmask adverse events. In many companies, the individuals performing these tasks are members of an internal safety organization that is administratively separate from the clinical part of the organization involved in the operations of the trial. In this article, we call the group responsible for unmasking safety reports within a company the "Safety Review Committee." A sponsor that desires to keep investigators and study team masked could send expedited cases to the FDA unmasked but send them masked to the investigators and IRBs. Another approach, which is consistent with the FDA's Guidance, would send the expedited cases unmasked to the investigators; however, some other regulatory bodies are currently opposed to sending unmasked reports to investigators. Individual sponsors will have to evaluate their own processes and make decisions regarding unmasked reporting in a way that is consistent with the often conflicting advice from different regulatory agencies.
Events of Category C present a more complicated problem than events of Categories A and B. Sponsors do not usually unmask individual events of Category C. While unmasking unexpected serious suspected adverse events of Category C is clearly critical to determining whether a serious unexpected suspected adverse reaction occurred, a relevant question is whether unmasking of investigators for Category C events, or unmasking even the Safety Review Committee, could introduce bias into the assessment of efficacy and of subjective safety outcomes in confirmatory (Phase 3) trials. (The potential for this type of bias is much less relevant for Category A and B events.) Site investigators who are unmasked to treatment assignment for Category C events would be able to compare study groups with respect to outcome assessments for a number, not necessarily a small number, of patients. We do not favor routine unmasking of Category C events at the investigator level. Instead, we favor assigning a firewalled committee the responsibility for unmasking these events. For large companies, a group internal to the company (which in many companies is the Safety Review Committee itself) can serve this role; small companies may need an external committee to keep a firewall intact. For trials or drug development programs with a DMC, that committee can play an important role in unmasking (see Section 11). We summarize our recommendations for unmasking Category C events in Section 12.
General Considerations on Assessing Causality
Sponsors need processes in place to review evolving safety data periodically and they must expeditiously report events with medical evidence of causation. The process of review has several levels. First, sponsor staff reviews individual cases soon after the report of the event enters the company's safety system. Next, staff reviews rates of serious adverse events of interest in individual trials, masked while a masked trial is ongoing but fully unmasked when the trial is complete. For trials with a DMC, the DMC is generally unmasked to the ongoing data (and we urge that sponsors and DMC members who object to unmasked DMCs reconsider their stance). Finally, for important serious adverse events, sponsors periodically review safety data for the entire drug development program. For many open-label trials, although the investigator and the participant know the treatment given, only a limited number of team members, specifically those who visit the clinical sites, are aware of the treatment assignment. Many sponsors go to great lengths to keep most of the remaining clinical and statistical team members masked to treatment assignment. Of course, for one-arm trials, everyone involved is aware of treatment assignment.
In the absence of convincing medical evidence relating drug use to an individual event, one must rely on statistical evidence of a between group difference for most serious adverse events. Both medical and statistical considerations influence how large an observed increase in event rate in the treatment arm relative to control should lead to the judgment to report the event on an expedited basis, and such matters as consistency of effects in different studies will be germane. Some events may be reportable even if the nominal p-value comparing the treated group to control is high. For example, three occurrences of an event in a treated group and none in its equally sized control group gives a one-sided p-value of 0.125, but if the event in the population at large is very rare, the event is serious, and the causality even remotely associated (i.e., the event is of Category B), the sponsor may opt to report it (and the FDA may expect a report of such an event).
On the other hand, the sponsor may decide not to report some events with a low p-value because the relationship to study drug is deemed remote and the probability of a false positive is high (see Section 9).
Various strategies can help evaluate the likelihood that an observed increase in event rate in the experimental group represents likely causality. Lumping closely related events may provide insight into whether the event likely reflects causality. Information regarding the mechanism of action, the pharmacology of the drug, and nonclinical toxicology may provide evidence that the increase represents evidence or merely reflects the play of chance. The degree of observed difference in the event rates as measured by the p-value, the confidence interval, and the relative risk represent classical statistical approaches to assessing likely relationship.
Chance baseline imbalances in other relevant biological measures may contribute to an observed imbalance in the frequency of a particular serious adverse event. In that case biological factors may be contributing to the event more in one group than the other. Such an insight is not possible if a sponsor is viewing masked data or is only unmasking incident cases and has not adopted a mechanism for a more thorough review of unmasked data in an ongoing clinical study. In some cases, it may be feasible to unmask only relevant data. For example, if one is considering some serious adverse events related to liver injury, it would seem to be easy to create an unmasked dataset that contains only liver laboratory values. What may appear easy in principle, however, may be difficult in practice-the feasibility of such separation will depend crucially on the structure of the database and the experience of the data managers.
Data from completed studies or findings from other sources (e.g., literature on drugs in the same or related class) can sometimes help define whether an event should be reported. Setting a low threshold for sending in 15-day reports will mean that noise may swamp true signals, but setting the bar too high will delay detection of important events. The challenge is to find a "sweet spot." Some sponsors routinely produce a so-called rolling Integrated Summary of Safety that includes data only from completed studies, but we authors believe that delayed exploration of large ongoing studies is undesirable. Another possible approach is a "program level safety review" that includes a review of all safety data for the compound from both completed and ongoing studies. In some companies, this review is unmasked for completed studies but masked for ongoing studies. The pharmacovigilance groups in other companies unmask some serious unexpected adverse events if the clinical reviewers deem unmasking important.
In addition to the reporting of events observed in clinical trials, sponsors should report a potential harm that emerges from other types of studies (e.g., epidemiological studies) in cases where the harm, if caused by the product, would influence the investigator's decision to enroll a patient in a trial or the investigator's approach to managing the patients in the trial. This determination may depend on the outcome of patients experiencing the event in question. For example, the threshold for when an investigator needs to be informed about a possible harm will depend on whether the event may be fatal or permanently disabling rather than an event that, although serious by regulatory definition, resolves in nearly all patients. The sponsor should err on the side of reporting if knowledge of the suspected, unexpected serious adverse reaction would help the physician prevent, identify, or manage the event.
For example, a 3/100 incidence on active versus 0/100 on control may represent a reportable event if other data (e.g., mechanism, related outcomes) suggest that the product likely caused the event but the same frequencies do not constitute much evidence when they come from an analysis of 100 types of SAEs from a program-wide analysis or when the event is one that commonly occurs in the population under study. Even a single Category B event might be reportable if the event and its case description show sufficiently compelling evidence of causation.
The trigger for reporting events should be well articulated. Some organizations assign a safety lead to a product. This safety lead, a member of the clinical team associated with a product, has access to all SAEs reported on the product. Working with the clinical team, the safety lead may assess data from individual and multiple trials and decide whether the Safety Review Committee should unmask the data. The safety lead may, instead, ask the DMC, if there is one, to provide an unmasked assessment of the likely causality of the event in question. Other escalation procedures are also possible, depending on the organization.
Internal committees that review unmasked data, especially when some of the data come from ongoing masked trials, should operate under strict procedures about how to handle the unmasked safety data keeping in mind that these are not formal "interim results" (i.e., no effectiveness data are being evaluated). Procedures should also describe how to communicate between the committee and any other existing review committee (such as an internal or external DMC). All committee members must understand the importance of guarding the confidentiality of any unmasked data and maintaining the integrity of the trial while protecting patient safety. They must understand that they must not share or discuss the unmasked data with clinical teams.
Small companies that cannot maintain a properly firewalled committee should consider convening an external advisory board whose members have detailed knowledge of the compound and are willing to devote the time and effort necessary to assess emerging issues with short notice. External advisory boards need guidelines on how to communicate interim results and decisions with company personnel. Ideally, such guidelines should be articulated in a charter.
Guidelines for Expedited Reporting Category A and Category B Events
By their very nature, Category A events are uncommon. The sponsor should not report a Category A event as a 15-day report if it occurred on the control arm, or if there is strong evidence of noncausation. The sponsor should report, unmasked, all other Category A events.
In programs with very few serious adverse events, the same criteria used for Category A may apply also to Category B. For programs with a sizeable number of events, one approach to determining when to report Category B events expeditiously is to define guidelines for expedited reporting as part of the protocol or as part of a program-wide safety analysis plan. For Category B events, the guidelines are most likely based on a medical review of individual cases as well as comparisons to the rate in the population under study where that rate is calculated from the rate in the control group (if the study has a control group) or from epidemiological or natural history data. Because these events are unanticipated, the calculated rates cannot be prepared a priori; rather, they need to be calculated ad hoc (see, e.g., Lachenbruch and Wittes 2007) .
The following table provides suggested guidelines for those drug development programs where the study team decides not to report all Category B events. The criteria for a given investigational product, disease, and event will depend on the judgment of the product team. We offer the sample guidelines as a structure for thinking about Category B events. Assuming sponsors are judicious in what they send to the FDA, and assuming that single reports are interpretable, in accordance with the Final Rule, sponsors should expect that investigators would forward to the appropriate IRB most of those that are interpretable as single reports.
The cumulative incidence of suspected unexpected serious adverse reactions will depend on the patient population (healthy vs. diseased, patients with stable vs. lifethreatening conditions, young vs. elderly, immunocompromised vs. immunointact, etc.), length of follow-up, number of patients in the database, the ease of differential diagnosis, and so on.
For uncommon serious adverse events, the statistical power for signal detection will be very small even without any multiplicity adjustment to p-values. Therefore, for rare events in an ongoing development program, the interpretation will usually be based more on clinical judgment than on statistical significance of p-values. Bayesian approaches (Berry and Berry 2004; Xia et al. 2011b ) could be useful in this context, especially when a reasonable amount of prior information is available (e.g., for the event rate in the control arm).
Detecting Potential Evidence of Harms in Data From a Set of Clinical Trials
The Final Rule has stimulated interest in appropriate ways to aggregate data from a set of clinical trials to identify serious adverse events subject to 15-day reports. The adverse events of interest here are the anticipated events, where the issue is whether the rate of these events is increased in drug-treated patients. We use the term "aggregate" to refer to analyses that summarize events of interest at the study level as well as analyses intended to combine comparisons of events across studies. Aggregate analyses are likely to be exploratory in nature in the early development period, but may become more targeted as events of potential interest are identified. They become the focus of statistical analyses for which meta-analytic type methods might be useful.
The CIOMS VI working group (Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) Working Group VI 2005), Crowe et al. (2009), and Xia et al. (2011a) have recommended periodic aggregate analysis of clinical trial safety data. A Program Safety Analysis Plan (PSAP) can be helpful for prospective planning. Such a plan sets the framework for more extensive safety analyses performed later in the drug development process as well as in other safety analyses for regulatory submissions. Importantly, it encourages standardization of terminology for adverse events of special interest. For description of PSAPs and how to implement them, see Xia and Jiang (2014) , Crowe et al. (2015) , and ChuangStein and . The frequency of these periodic analyses will depend on many factors, most prominently, the population being studied, the diseases under investigation, the specific drug and drug class, and the nature of the adverse reactions of concern.
Analysis of data that come from randomized trials must preserve the structure of the design of those trials.
We list three cases of aggregate analysis in order of their analytic complexity. First are data from ongoing drug development programs in which the total exposure to the investigational product is less than generally needed to assess safety. Second are data from completed drug development programs where the information come from analyses that will form part of, or that constitute, an integrated summary of safety (ISS). The third, and most difficult, type of analysis comes from programs with a mixture of completed and ongoing studies, especially where at least one of the ongoing studies is a large Phase 3 trial. The first and third types are relevant to identifying serious adverse events subject to expedited reporting. When all trials for a particular submission are complete, aggregate analyses are useful to identify events of Category C; however, our interest is identifying Type C events while studies are ongoing.
Analyses of two or more studies should use valid statistical methods that stratify by study so as to preserve the randomization scheme. When events are so rare that they do not occur in all studies, the statisticians must decide how to include those studies, how to calculate incidence, and how to make comparisons. We recommend using metrics that assess relative differences (e.g., odds ratios, relative risks, or hazard ratios) because absolute rates can mask signals and because they are more vulnerable to violations of the assumption of homogeneity of effect. For example, if a set of trials is comprised of many short-term small trials and a few long-term trials, looking at the absolute rate from the trials with events may identify a signal, but absolute incidence from all trials including short-term trials without any events may attenuate the effect and result in missing the signal. After creating a meta-analysis using relative measures, one can convert the combined result to risk differences to help with clinical interpretability (Berlin et al. 2013) .
When clinical trials expose subjects for different durations of treatment, either by design or because subjects withdraw from study before the planned study completion, the denominator to calculate and estimate an adverse event rate is not constant and should be evaluated using appropriate statistical methods for estimating event rates. Possible approaches are exposure-time-adjusted incidence when the event rates are assumed randomly distributed over time and Kaplan-Meier analysis or life tables when they are not. These types of analyses might have to be performed either at the end of the study when the data are unmasked or during the study by an independent Data Monitoring Committee. In assessing whether an observed increase constitutes a trigger for further analysis, a variety of methods may be used to assess how sensitive the conclusions are to different assumptions. Age, gender, dose, baseline disease severity, and concomitant medications or diseases may be relevant risk factors to assess. Despite the International Conference on Harmonization's recommendations for how to present data in an Integrated Summary of Safety (International Conference on Harmonisation Expert Working Group 2002), we discourage crude pooling methods that simply present numerators, denominators, and percentages in tables as their analysis of data from multiple studies, without showing the data by each study so that appropriate adjustments and weightings might be used to combine rates from different studies (Lievre et al. 2002; Chuang-Stein and Beltangady 2011) . Tables with simple aggregate data from multiple clinical trials can lead to incorrect interpretations (Lievre et al. 2002; Chuang-Stein, et al. 2011) . Simple unstratified lumping can lead to over-or under-estimates of the effect of treatment, even to complete reversal in the direction of the effect. The problem is a reflection of Simpson's paradox (see Armitage and Colton 1998 for a description of the paradox). We recognize that in spite of its bias, many regulators request this type of analysis.
The most difficult situations are drug-development programs when some of the trials are completed but the ongoing trials are large and long-term. If a potential harm is identified during clinical development, additional actions may be needed to confirm or refute the apparent finding. Actions could include, but are not limited to, using a Standardized MedDRA Query (SMQ) for analysis (or developing a customized MedDRA query), developing a new Case Report Form for current and/or future studies or implementing cross-compound adjudication for the event.
In general, completion of an aggregate safety analysis of one or more randomized clinical trials leads to an estimate of the excess rate at which serious adverse events of interest occur in the drug group. This information can be helpful in interpreting results of ongoing and still masked clinical trials where the events of interest may also be observed but for which the study group assignment has not been determined. Trials with a DMC that understands the Final Rule can report an excess rate of an unexpected serious adverse event to the sponsor's Safety Review Committee, thus triggering an aggregate analysis as described above. When the data reach a clinically and statistically important threshold, the event needs to be reported expeditiously. As described above, the sponsor should report a summary of all the events of the type identified in both the treated and control groups even if the decision to report was based on a subset of the events. The summary report, like the metaanalyses described above, should separate those events that occurred as part of controlled trials from those that occurred in uncontrolled trials or in open-label treatment extensions.
The Final Rule and Multiplicity With Particular Reference to Category C Events
In trials of diseases that are not life-threatening in a healthy young population, few serious adverse events of Category C unrelated to the product under study are likely to occur; however, many will occur in trials of life-threatening diseases or in trials of populations with serious or life-threatening comorbidities. In these cases, most serious adverse events are likely to reflect the disease process itself or the general risk in the population under study; therefore, they are expected to occur at equal rates in the study arms. The challenge is to distinguish small imbalances that are due to chance from those due to the investigational product under study. While we focus here on the statistical aspects of this process of noting imbalances, we stress the importance of medical judgment in helping to address causality.
Frequentist-based approaches of flagging adverse events from unadjusted p-values or confidence intervals (CIs) can lead to a high rate of false positives. On the other hand, traditional multiplicity adjustments may lead to a high rate of false negatives, which are of particular concern when evaluating safety. Therefore, it is critical to strike the right balance between no adjustment and over-adjustment.
Statisticians have proposed both frequentist and Bayesian approaches for evaluating accumulating safety data. Bayesian approaches are particularly well-suited to continuous monitoring of the data because Bayesian decisions are made not on the basis of p-values, but rather by summarizing the posterior or predictive distribution (Berry et al. 2004; Xia et al. 2011b) , which requires some knowledge of the prior distribution of events. Moreover, Bayesian hierarchical methodology allows modeling the biologic relationship among adverse events, thus obviating the need for considerations of multiplicity.
Emphasis on controlling the Type 1 error rate is often less important for safety than for efficacy analyses. Instead, the Safety Review Committee or DMC might interpret a p-value below 0.1 or 0.2 as sufficient evidence for concern.
If presumptive evidence of a harm emerges (e.g., an increase in heart failure in the treated group), we recommend that the physicians on the Safety Review Committee review the list of serious adverse events that have occurred and create a combined list of similar events as suggested in Section 3.
Our sample decision tree for expedited reporting of Type C events (Table 3 ) is similar to that of the tree of Type B ( Table 2 ) events except that in the sample tree the threshold for reporting events is a relative risk of 2 compared to control while our sample tree for Type B used a relative risk of 3. The difference is due to the likelihood that Type B events are very rare. If the threshold were 2, a trial with 3 events of a specific type, 2 in one arm and 1, would satisfy the relative risk of 2 that could lead to unnecessary expedited reporting. For Type B events, the clinical picture is typically more relevant than the relative risk. For events of Category C, a doubling of event rate for common events is potentially a large increase in events.
Importantly, these numbers are guidelines for thinking about what to report; decisions must be based on judgment.
Identifying Events for Expedited Reporting of Category C Events
Without unmasking the treatment arm and in the absence of an aid of a threshold for reporting, it is difficult to decide whether the frequency of a serious adverse event is unequal in the two (or more) study groups. Some sponsors and investigators have in the past relied on the total number of reports (combined over study groups). If that rate exceeds what would have been anticipated in the population, the data on the specific event may be unmasked. The projection of the expected number of reports could be based on the labels of other products for the same disorder. For malignancies, one could obtain background cancer rates from SEER (Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results). In the latter case, one could use the standardized incidence ratio to define thresholds. Unfortunately, often obtaining a reliable estimate of the expected number of events in the population, especially for novel indications or rare diseases, is difficult. Moreover, the populations in clinical trials are different from the general population because the inclusion and exclusion criteria create specific study populations.
More important, these approaches suffer a fundamental problem: the combined rate might be hiding an important difference in the treated and control group.
Rather than trying to rely on the masked overall rates to identify events of Category C for expedited reporting, many sponsors use either an external independent Data Monitoring Committee (DMC) or an internal Safety Review Committee to review by-group safety data. Most of these committees are convened for individual studies. For a large development program that includes several indications, asking a single committee to review all ongoing studies regularly would be challenging. In some committees, the Sponsor transmits to the DMC Chairperson, or all members of the DMC, a copy of each expedited report sent to the FDA. The Chair then apprises the rest of the committee if a concern arises. If the event is definitely not caused by the investigational product (e.g., it occurred in the control arm or, for example, it was a tendon rupture caused by trauma), do not report it on a 15-day report. Otherwise, continue below.
Is increase in rate clear?
• Does a one-sided 80% confidence interval of the difference between the observed and anticipated include 0? (or, does the one-sided confidence interval of a relative measure include 1?)
• The anticipated rate may come from the rate in the control group.
• The anticipated rate may come from epidemiological or natural history data.
• The observed rate may come from a single trial or from a combined analysis of all trials of the product.
• Is the relative risk less than 3? (For studies without controls, the risk is relative to expectation in a relevant historical population; for studies with controls, the risk is relative to the controls or to the historical population, or both.) • Does lumping similar events make the signal disappear?
If the answers to all three are "yes," the data do not show sufficient evidence of imbalance to report. If the answers to all three are "no," the evidence of causality is clear enough to report the event. Otherwise, the imbalance is unclear. No increase in rate Increase unclear Clear increase DO NOT SEND 15-DAY REPORT
CONSIDER SENDING A 15-DAY REPORT IF AT LEAST ONE OF THESE CONDITIONS HOLD SEND A 15-DAY REPORT
Other safety outcomes (e.g., adverse events and laboratory data) support causality. The mechanism of action supports causality. Investigators need information about this event to manage patients. Information could influence:
• A patient's willingness to participate in the study.
• Behavior of patients outside the trial. Pooling similar endpoints strengthens signal. Event is potentially fatal or disabling. Otherwise, do not report but reanalyze as new events occur.
NOTE: The choice of 3 for relative risk is arbitrary. In some situations the study team may opt for a different value. Similarly, use of a one-sided 80% confidence interval is a suggestion; some teams would opt not to use confidence intervals at all and some would use 90% or even 95% confidence intervals. The level used for the confidence interval may also depend on the clinical relevance of the event itself. Table 3 . Sample decision tree for expedited reporting of type C events Analysis of Category C events Based on observing increased frequency relative to control Is imbalance clear?
• Does a one-sided 80% confidence interval of the difference between observed and control (perhaps using meta-analysis of all related completed and ongoing studies) include 0? (or does the 80% confidence interval for a relative metric include 1?) • Is the relative risk compared to control less than 2? (For studies without controls, the risk is relative to expectation in a relevant historical population; for studies with controls, the risk is relative to the controls or to the historical population, or both.) • Does lumping similar events make the signal disappear? If the answers to all three are "yes," the data do not show sufficient evidence of imbalance to file a 15-day report. If the answers to all three are "no," the evidence of causality is clear enough to file a 15-day report. Otherwise, the increase is unclear.
No increase Unclear increase Clear increase DO NOT SEND 15-DAY REPORT CONSIDER SENDING 15-DAY REPORT IF SEND 15-DAY REPORT
Other safety outcomes (e.g., adverse events and laboratory data) support causality. OR The mechanism of action supports causality. OR Information could influence:
• The way investigators manage patients • A patient's willingness to participate in the study.
• Patients outside the trial OR Pooling similar endpoints strengthens signal. OR Event is potentially fatal or disabling. OR Otherwise, do not report but reanalyze as new events occur.
NOTE: This is a sample table. For a given drug, disease, or event, the sponsor might select a different confidence interval (i.e., not 80%) or a different relative risk (i.e., not 2).
For multiple ongoing studies or multiple ongoing indications, a standing committee (the Safety Review Committee) with deep knowledge about the compound can serve as a referral body when an important safety question surfaces. This Safety Review Committee can examine all available data (e.g., preclinical studies, completed and ongoing clinical trials, literature, class labels, and post-marketing reports if applicable), consult with available advisory councils, and bring in experts to assess the safety concern, and decide if follow-up actions are needed. Other variations on this theme are possible. For example, some sponsors request the clinical team to examine all the available data and only refer cases to the Safety Review Committee when the team has determined that an imbalance between groups would constitute a reportable event. In this case the Safety Review Committee's assesses the imbalance between groups. CIOMS VI (Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) Working Group VI 2005) and SPERT (Crowe et al. 2009 ) provide advice for planning these processes. CIOMS VI discusses safety management teams and aggregate safety reviews. SPERT describes Program Safety Analysis Plans (PSAPs). The program-level reviews can help to identify reportable Category C events.
Identifying Events for Expedited
Reporting: The Role of the DMC Data from clinical trials form the basis for aggregate analysis to look for an excess of events that can provide evidence of causation of serious adverse events. This aggregate analysis cannot be informative without consistently collected and coded data.
This problem has challenged data monitoring committees (DMCs) whose mandate is to review accumulating safety data periodically to assess the balance of risk and benefit to recommend whether the trial should continue or be modified. MedDRA-type coding systems are often the main, and sometimes the only, source of safety data presented to the DMC. Unfortunately, DMCs often receive undigested reports consisting of reams of pages. Such reports are not conducive to identifying harms (or anything else!).
The fact that data accumulate over time can make interpretation of data very difficult for the DMC. If DMCs are to contribute meaningfully to implementation of the Final Rule they need data presented in a better way than they usually see and they need to understand the implications of the Final Rule. In large Phase 3 trials, the DMC is often the only group that has routine access to unmasked safety data and they are therefore the only group likely to be able to detect an increase in rate of event that is suggestive of a causal relation between the product under study and the event in question. Typically, DMCs have not reported observed increases in event rates if the overall balance of benefit to risk is likely to be favorable by the end of the trial unless the committee is nearly certain that the product under study caused the adverse event in question. To be helpful to sponsors in implementing the Final Rule, a DMC needs to report an observed excess of events where the evidence of causality is based on an increase in rates relative to the control but with the recognition that some of these events may turn out not to have been caused by the investigational drug. One approach that a DMC can use is to adopt a guideline similar to that in Table 3 as a trigger for reporting the event to the sponsor's internal Safety Review Committee. That group, having access to all data from the program, can use the DMC's report as a suggestion to review the Category C event in the program at large. If the Safety Review Committee considers the totality of the evidence from all the data of the program to constitute evidence of causality, the event should be reported as 15-day reports. "Day 0" would then be the day that the group judges the event as having been probably caused by the product. Because for Type C events it will be difficult, usually impossible, to attribute a specific event to the product, the 15-day report should be comprised of a summary of the data leading to the judgment of causality.
Summary of Recommendations
The Working Group has the following set of recommendations. The recommendations here are slight modifications of the ones listed in Archdeacon et al. (2014) . Some of these are included, at least in part, in the December 2012 Guidance (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug Administration 2012).
• In masked randomized clinical trials, prompt detection of evidence of a causal association between an investigational product and serious adverse events is important. Prompt detection can, however, be difficult if the type of event in question is one that occurs commonly in the study population. Moreover, it may be hard to distinguish between these events and recognized manifestations of the disease under study. Sponsors therefore need a capability for conducting periodic, unmasked, aggregate analyses to detect differential frequency of such events by treatment group. When proper firewalls can be established internally, sponsors should consider convening an internal Safety Review Committee with standard operating procedures to ensure proper implementation. For small companies where a properly firewalled committee is not possible, the companies should consider convening an external Safety Review Committee comprised of members with skilled knowledge about the compound. Committee members must be willing to devote the time and effort necessary to assess emerging issues with short notices. Companies need to have guidelines or Standard Operating Procedures specifying how the internal or external board communicates interim results and decisions. Whether the committee is internal or external, it should have at most minimal involvement with the clinical development team or those interacting with investigative sites.
• The sponsor may ask this firewalled committee to evaluate unexpected serious adverse events to determine if there is evidence of a causal association with the investigational product. Unmasking will likely be necessary to determine whether these events are subject to an expedited report.
• Sponsors, investigators, IRBs, DMCs, safety assessment committees, and FDA reviewers must be thoroughly educated regarding the Final Rule. In investigator meetings for clinical trials, the sponsor should offer training about collecting safety data as carefully as training about collecting efficacy data.
• The sponsor should develop a plan (e.g., a Program Safety Analysis Plan) that allows incorporation into aggregate analyses the totality of data on the investigational product across its development program or programs, including not only serious adverse events, but also vital signs, laboratory results and other relevant measures.
• When appropriate, meta-analysis of safety data from all completed studies should be performed.
Results from such analysis could be of interest in their own right in assessing whether there is evidence that the study drug caused the events or could help interpret observations in ongoing studies. In some cases, the meta-analysis might include unmasked data from ongoing studies. To the extent feasible, these analyses should preserve the randomization of the individual studies and should account for differences in the study designs, the nature of the control groups, and the duration of exposure time. When comparing rates in a drug treatment group to a control group for some serious unexpected adverse events, lumping or combining similar events may help in the evaluation of the strength of a safety signal. In addition, the individual case information must be reviewed as well. These analyses, which are intended to identify reportable serious adverse events, should not formally correct for multiplicity, nor should a specific p-value be the sole criterion for expedited reporting.
The sponsor, investigators, IRBs, and the FDA should recognize that the approach described in this article is likely to identify some events that turn out not to have been caused by the product in question. Similarly, development programs may not identify some rare events actually caused by the product or some common events with only a small increase in rates among individuals receiving the product. Nonetheless, reporting in an unmasked fashion only those events with evidence of association to the investigational product should increase the specificity of the process of identifying serious unexpected adverse reactions. Moreover, limiting the number of expedited events as described above should focus attention on events that are likely to have been caused by the investigational product, thereby potentially increasing positive predictive value of the reports.
Appendix: Definitions "Potato, patahto, tomato, tomahto. Let's call the whole thing off. "-Ira Gershwin
A plethora of words are associated with adverse events. Regulatory language has a few nouns or noun phrases: event, experience, harm, reaction, reasonable possibility; a host of adjectives: adverse, serious, severe, anticipated, unanticipated, expected, unexpected, suspected, fatal, life-threatening, related, not related; and a few adverbs or adverbial phrases: immediately, promptly, within 7 days, and within 15 days. This section attempts to define these words as the FDA uses them; the remainder of this article adopts the definitions in this section. Especially confusing to many investigators is the distinction between "severe" (a measure of intensity) and "serious" (a regulatory assessment of medical consequence) and the distinction between "unanticipated" and "unexpected". We urge you, the reader, to relinquish your ordinary understanding of these words and use the definitions below when reading this article.
Adverse event (AE): "any untoward medical occurrence associated with the use of a drug in humans, whether or not considered drug related" [21 CFR 312.32 (a) Reasonable possibility: There is evidence to suggest a causal relationship between the drug and the adverse event [21 CFR 312.32(a)]. The difference between an adverse event and a suspected adverse reaction depends on this somewhat subjective concept of reasonable possibility. The protocols for many trials define a taxonomy of relatedness that aims to capture both biology and timing. Investigators are typically asked to describe the relationship of a particular event to the product under study with terms like definite, probable, possible, unlikely, or not related; the definitions of those adjectives depend on the study.
Prior to the Final Rule, sponsors would report in an expedited fashion serious unexpected events that the investigator classified as "definitely," "probably," and in many cases "possibly" related to any study medication. Under the Final Rule, the sponsor should consider the investigator's assessment of causality, but use its own judgment about causality to decide whether to submit an expedited report of a serious unexpected event. For example, in a masked trial, suppose an investigator classifies an event as "definitely related." The sponsor should not report this event in an expedited fashion if it learned, after unmasking the treatment allocation, that the participant had not received the test drug (e.g., the participant had been on the placebo arm or, although randomized to tested drug, had never received it). The sponsor would also not report the event as a suspected adverse reaction if, for example, the event was common in the population and there was no particular reason to consider it causally related to the use of the test drug.
Severity: Severity is a measure of intensity. Different protocols may define severity differently but a typical approach to categorization is use of a graded set of terms such as mild, moderate, and severe. Many, but not all, serious adverse events are "severe"; many severe adverse events (e.g., severe headache) do not satisfy the regulatory definition of "serious."
Serious adverse event or serious adverse reaction:
"Seriousness" has a formal regulatory definition. An adverse event or a suspected adverse reaction is considered serious if, in the view of either the investigator or sponsor, it results in any of the following outcomes: death, a life-threatening adverse experience, an inpatient hospitalization or a prolongation of an existing hospitalization, a persistent or significant incapacity or substantial disruption of the ability to conduct normal life functions, or a congenital anomaly or birth defect in an offspring of the person taking the product. The definition further states, "Important medical events that may not result in death, be life-threatening, or require hospitalization may be considered serious when, based on appropriate medical judgment, they may jeopardize the patient or subject and may require medical or surgical intervention to prevent one of the outcomes listed in this definition" [21 CFR 312.32(a) ]. Examples of such events include allergic bronchospasm requiring intensive treatment in an emergency room or at home; blood dyscrasias or convulsions that do not result in inpatient hospitalization; the development of drug dependency or drug abuse; or cancers, but not basal cell carcinoma.
Unexpected adverse event or unexpected suspected adverse reaction: An adverse event or suspected adverse reaction is considered "unexpected" if it is not listed in the investigator brochure or, if a similar event is in the brochure, it is not listed at the observed specificity or severity. The FDA Guidance states (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug Administration 2012, p. 15), "The investigator brochure should not list adverse events that are unlikely to have been caused by the drug because such lists could dilute the importance of clinically meaningful risk information."
The Regulations say, "For example, under this definition, hepatic necrosis would be unexpected, by virtue of its greater severity, if the investigator brochure referred only to 'elevated hepatic enzymes' or 'hepatitis.' Similarly, cerebral thromboembolism and cerebral vasculitis would be unexpected, by virtue of greater specificity, if the investigator brochure listed only 'cerebral vascular accidents" ' [21 CFR 312.32(a) ]. Unexpected, as used in this definition, also refers to adverse events or suspected adverse reactions that the investigator brochure mentions as occurring with a class of drugs or is consistent with the pharmacological properties of the drug but is not specifically mentioned as occurring with the particular drug under investigation [21 CFR 312.32(a) ].
For a product that is not yet approved, if an investigator brochure is not available, unexpected means the event or reaction is not consistent with the information concerning risk described in the general investigational plan or elsewhere in the current documents describing the studies investigating the product (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug Administration 2005, p. 5).
Two other adjectives used to describe adverse events are "anticipated" and "unanticipated." In the context of the Final Rule, FDA describes anticipated events to include known consequences of the underlying disease or condition under investigation (e.g., symptoms, disease progression, comorbidities) as well as events unlikely to be related to the underlying disease or condition under investigation but common in the study population independent of drug therapy (e.g., cardiovascular events in an elderly population). Still other anticipated events are those that are consistent with the pharmacological properties of the drug, even though they have not been observed with the drug under investigation (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug Administration 2005, p. 6). The Final Rule requires monitoring such anticipated serious adverse events at appropriate intervals, generally by comparing the rate of events in the drug-treated and control arms in a trial.
The sponsor must report an unexpected serious adverse event to the FDA expeditiously as an IND safety report if the individual event is clearly caused by the product under study. As the rule makes clear, that is possible when the serious event rarely occurs spontaneously and is a known consequence of drug therapy. Where the event is anticipated (i.e., known to occur in the population), its occurrence would be plausibly considered an unexpected adverse event, and thus reportable as a suspected adverse reaction, if it occurs at a higher rate in the treated than in the control group. How much higher leads to the difficult question of defining reporting thresholds. Judging an anticipated serious event to be unexpected and reportable would require the sponsor to review the completed and ongoing studies in an IND to allow an assessment of whether an aggregate analysis of these studies shows that the likelihood is reasonably high that the drug caused the adverse event [21 CFR 312.32(c) (1) (i)(C)]. We, the authors of this article, recommend that making such a judgment on the basis of an observed imbalance between arms that is large enough to suggest a reasonable possibility that the drug caused the adverse event.
In contrast to FDA, which assigns the final reporting decision to the sponsor alone, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) requires expedited reporting on the basis of the investigator's or sponsor's judgment of relatedness (i.e., if either the sponsor or the investigator thinks the event is related, reporting is required). The FDA does not use the term "adverse effect" but the EMA uses "adverse effect" synonymously with "adverse reaction."
Another set of definitions deals with timing of reports. Seven-day reports. The sponsor must report any unexpected fatal or life-threatening suspected adverse reaction to the FDA within 7 calendar days after originally receiving the information [21 CFR 312.32(c)(2)]. (Note that a previous version of the safety reporting rule specified time in weeks or business days.)
Fifteen-day reports. The sponsor must send a safety report for a serious, unexpected, suspected adverse reaction to the FDA within 15 calendar days of determining "that the suspected adverse reaction. . .qualifies for reporting" [21 CFR 312.32(c) (1)].
This article deals with the 7-and 15-day reports, both of which are called "expedited."
The FDA Guidance on implementing the Final Rule states, "The sponsor must report in an IND safety report any suspected adverse reaction to study treatment (i.e., including active comparators) that is both serious and unexpected [21 CFR 312.32(c) (1)(i)]. Before submitting an IND safety report, the sponsor needs to ensure that the event meets all three of the definitions:
• Suspected adverse reaction 
